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recorded program will be available for viewing.

Crop Management

101. Crop markets in 2023: The good, the bad, and the mildly amusing
Chad Hart, professor and extension economist, Economics, Iowa State University
We'll chat about U.S. and global agricultural supplies and demands, prices, and potential returns to farming.  We'll
explore the factors shaping the markets, including international trade, extreme weather events, and bio-energy
developments.
CCA credit: 1.0 CM      Release date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023

102. Iowa's 2022 weather summary and climatological outlooks into 2023
Justin Glisan, State Climatologist of Iowa, Iowa Department of Agriculture & Land Stewardship
Everyone likes to talk about the weather! Viewers of this presentation will get a run-down of 2022 in terms of weather
events and from the climatological perspective. Events such as the 2020-2022 drought and an anomalous triple-dip La
Nina are examined. Finally, the science of seasonal predictability is discussed and how various items in our climate
modeling tool belt help produce short-term to seasonal climatological outlooks.
CCA credit: 1.0 CM      Release date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023

103. 2022 cropping year in review
Sotirios Archontoulis, associate professor, Agronomy, Iowa State University
We will review the 2022 cropping year: 1) corn and soybean yields, and 2) factors affected the yields including
weather, soil, and management decisions.
CCA credit: 0.5 CM      Release date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023

104. New ag-climate tools for producers: Helping improve information for agricultural decisions
Dennis Todey, director, USDA Midwest Climate Hub, National Laboratory for Agriculture and the Environment, USDA-ARS
Several new decision tools are available for producers in the region. We will review these tools and their uses for
attendees.
CCA credit: 1.0 CM      Release date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023

105. Exploiting the Iowa Environmental Mesonet website for fun and profit
Daryl Herzmann, systems analyst, Iowa Environmental Mesonet, Iowa State University
The Iowa Environmental Mesonet website has about every weather and climate product you can imagine, but finding
what you are looking for takes many cups of coffee and patience. This presentation presents some hand-guided website
tours to help find and exploit the website apps you need to use for fun and profiting.
CCA credit: 1.0 CM      Release date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023

106. Exploiting management to achieve higher soybean yields
Mark Licht, associate professor and extension cropping systems specialist, Agronomy, Iowa State University
This session will explore how changing soybean management practices affect soybean growth and development and
influences soybean yield potential. Additionally, how can corn management be tweaked to improve soybean yields.
CCA credit: 1.0 CM      Release date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023
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107. Swath grazing, A Winter feed option
Garland Dahlke, research scientist, Animal Science, Iowa State University; David Bruene, manager, Beef Teaching Farm, Iowa
State University
Swath grazing significantly reduces the grip of time, weather and forage harvesting equipment constraints, works well
in a row cropping crop rotation and provides a major piece in year-round grazing puzzle with significantly better forage
utilization than stock piled managed intensive grazing for winter in deep snow or muddy conditions.  The Iowa State
University Beef Teaching farm has entered into the 4th continuous year of this management strategy and has no
intention of going back to the previous bale feeding, stock pile grazing or feedlot strategies of the past in the
overwintering of the main cow herd.
CCA credit: 1.0 CM      Release date: Tuesday, January 31, 2023

108. Timber is a crop: Grow it right, sell it right!
Billy Beck, assistant professor and extension forestry specialist, Natural Resource and Ecology Management, Iowa State
University
Do you know the true value of the trees in your woodland? Timber, when grown right and sold right, can add
sustainable income to the agricultural enterprise. Learn how!
CCA credit: 0.5 CM      Release date: Tuesday, January 31, 2023

Pest Management

201. Rootworms get the boot!
Erin Hodgson, professor and extension entomologist, Plant Pathology, Entomology and Microbiology, Iowa State University
There are several new online features to help you understand corn rootworm management. This presentation will
highlight and demonstrate a few ways to get more real-time updates on this economic pest.
CCA credit: 0.5 PM      Release date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023

202. Return of last year's herbicide: A carryover review
Meaghan Anderson, field agronomist, Iowa State University Extension and Outreach
Recent years have brought an increase in herbicide rates and diversification of herbicides in both corn and soybean.
Unfortunately, these changes, along with persistently dry conditions across the state have left some farmers suffering
from herbicide carryover. In this session, we'll review the principles of herbicide degradation, persistence, and
management considerations for those products with long soil residuals.
CCA credit: 1.0 PM      Release date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023

203. Soybean disease management...It depends
Daren Mueller, professor and extension crop plant pathologist, Plant Pathology, Entomology and Microbiology, Iowa State
University
This presentation will summarize research from the Mueller lab looking at best management practices for soybean
diseases. This may include updates on fungicide use for management of diseases such as sudden death syndrome and
frogeye leaf spot.
CCA credit: 0.5 PM      Release date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023

204. Throwing the kitchen sink at soybean gall midge
Erin Hodgson, professor and extension entomologist, Plant Pathology, Entomology and Microbiology, Iowa State University
Several scouting and management approaches for soybean gall midge have been evaluated in the midwest. This
presentation will review the progress made in the last couple summers. They aren't all winners but some are viable
options for the future.
CCA credit: 1.0 PM      Release date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023
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205. Monitoring the frequency and distribution of herbicide-resistant common waterhemp populations in Iowa
Ryan Hamberg, graduate research assistant, Agronomy, Iowa State University
Waterhemp is one of the most troublesome weed species in Iowa corn and soybean fields and is rapidly evolving
resistance to multiple herbicide sites of action. In the fall of 2019, seed samples were collected from 200 waterhemp
populations across the state of Iowa. Each population was treated with 8 of the most commonly used herbicides in corn
and soybean production. Results from this survey showcase the current status of herbicide-resistant waterhemp in
Iowa.
CCA credit: 0.5 PM      Release date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023

206. Tactics to manage a cereal rye cover crop ahead of corn to ensure optimum corn yields
Alison Robertson, professor and extension crop plant pathologist, Plant Pathology, Entomology and Microbiology, Iowa State
University
Temporally or spatially separating a cereal rye cover crop from corn can mitigate negative effects of the cover crop on
corn growth and yield, and reduce seedling disease. This presentation will review research on (i) "planting green" into
cereal rye and (ii) "social distancing" corn from cereal rye.
CCA credit: 0.5 PM      Release date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023

207. Direct destruction: How to manage late-season pests
Erin Hodgson, professor and extension entomologist, Plant Pathology, Entomology and Microbiology, Iowa State University
Field crop insects cause injury in a few ways and at different times of the year. With a mix of late-season pests, like
grasshoppers and spider mites, it is important to distinguish indirect from direct injury. This presentation will cover
general scouting and threshold guidelines in corn and soybean.
CCA credit: 0.5 PM      Release date: Tuesday, January 31, 2023

208. Weed management in Iowa corn and Soybean: What's new?
Prashant Jha, professor and extension weed specialist, Agronomy, Iowa State University
Weed control programs in corn and soybean and update on new herbicide products for 2023. Topics include: time to
think beyond herbicides, integrating cereal rye, and harvest weed seed control methods for fighting the war against
herbicide resistance on-farm.
CCA credit: 1.0 PM      Release date: Tuesday, January 31, 2023

209. Seeing spots? Let's talk tar spot
Alison Robertson, professor and extension crop plant pathologist, Plant Pathology, Entomology and Microbiology, Iowa State
University
Tar spot was first observed in the U.S. in 2015 in Indiana and Illinois. Since then, the disease has spread to 15 states
and Ontario, Canada. In this episode, Alison provides a  recap of what tar spot is, how to identify it, and an update on
what we've learned with tar spot the last couple of growing seasons including tips on managing tar spot.
CCA credit: 1.0 PM      Release date: Tuesday, January 31, 2023

Nutrient Management

301. You can’t afford too low soil pH: Use aglime, pelleted lime, and other sources effectively
Antonio Mallarino, professor and extension soil fertility specialist, Agronomy, Iowa State University
Lime tends to be an overlooked input for corn production compared with the major nutrients. Strong soil acidity
seriously limit crop yield and benefits from crop production. The presentation will review recent research results on
use of aglime and pelleted lime for corn and soybean that should demonstrate cost-effective management practices.
CCA credit: 1.0 NM      Release date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023
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302. Recent research warrants adjustments to phosphorus and potassium soil-test interpretation guidelines
Antonio Mallarino, professor and extension soil fertility specialist, Agronomy, Iowa State University
Phosphorus and potassium research since 2013, when ISU soil-test interpretations and fertilization guidelines for corn
and soybean were updated, confirmed some management suggestions but justifies some important changes. More than
200 trials with corn and soybean field-response trials for each nutrient were conducted since 2013. The presentation
will share results and discuss planned changes for next year.
CCA credit: 1.0 NM      Release date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023

303. Lions, tigers, and bears, oh my! Carbon markets and greenhouse gasses from livestock agriculture
Daniel Andersen, associate professor, Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering, Iowa State University
Carbon markets are changing value propositions in agriculture. Nowhere is this truer than in our decisions about how
our manure is managed and utilized. We’ll look at different manure management strategies, including solid-liquid
separation, acidification, aeration, application timing, and anaerobic digestion, to show the various carbon benefits and
evaluate practice economic achievability. We’ll look at how each practice impacts affect manure’s use for crop
production.
CCA credit: 0.5 NM      Release date: Tuesday, January 31, 2023

304. The Iowa Nitrogen Initiative
Michael Castellano, professor, Agronomy, Iowa State University
Learn how you can optimize nitrogen use for your operation: the Iowa Nitrogen Initiative (INI) is a new and unique
public-private partnership that will generate the best nitrogen science in the world to benefit productivity, profitability
and environmental performance. Collaborating with Iowa farmers, INI will use the latest advances in precision
agriculture to conduct 100s of scientifically robust on-farm nitrogen fertilizer experiments every year. Data from these
experiments will allow Iowa State University scientists and engineers to use the latest advances in super computing and
quantitative modeling to develop new understanding and decision support tools that enable continuous improvement
in resource use efficiency.
CCA credit: 0.5 NM      Release date: Tuesday, January 31, 2023

Soil and Water Management

401. Nitrogen leaching from soybeans, evaluating the in-field variability, and comparing to corn over time
Jared Flater, postdoc research associate, Agronomy, Iowa State University
Often overlooked, nitrogen leaching from soybeans can contribute to Iowa's water quality issues. Here we present
nitrogen data from tile drained plots showing the variability in leaching within a field and compare it to corn over time.
CCA credit: 1.0 SW      Release date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023

402. Utilizing ag retailer data to measure conservation practice adoption by Iowa farmers
Ben Gleason, executive director, Iowa Nutrient Research & Education Council
The Iowa Nutrient Research & Education Council has utilized ag retailer data in a statistically valid survey
methodology to measure in-field conservation practice adoption. The survey methodology and five year trends will be
presented.
CCA credit: 1.0 SW      Release date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023

403. Estimating cereal rye biomass accumulation using visual obstruction
Mark Licht, associate professor and extension cropping systems specialist, Agronomy, Iowa State University
Cereal rye as a cover crop accumulates a lot of biomass that can have positive and negative impacts on the subsequent
corn crop. This session will present some preliminary data to estimate cereal rye biomass accumulation for use in
determining when to terminate.
CCA credit: 0.5 SW      Release date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023
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404. Carbon science for carbon markets: Emerging opportunities in Iowa
Jim Jordahl, project analyst, Bioeconomy Institute, Iowa State University
Carbon credit programs – a ‘wild west mess’ or an emerging significant opportunity, impacting all sectors of Iowa
agriculture (crops, livestock, energy and more)? This presentation will help to sort this out, and explain the many
drivers, challenges, and diversity of programs in the world of ‘carbon’.
CCA credit: 0.5 SW      Release date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023

405. Curing the soil compaction blues
Brian Dougherty, agricultural engineering specialist, Iowa State University Extension and Outreach
Do you feel like you are sinking? Are you tired of getting stuck in a rut? This presentation will dig into soil compaction
- what causes it, how to prevent it, and how to fix it when it happens. Learn how to manage your wheel traffic and
cropping system to root out your soil compaction blues.
CCA credit: 1.0 SW      Release date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023

406. Moving forward (sometimes) requires looking backwards: Benefits of re-diversifying crop rotations in the
Midwest
Marshall McDaniel, assistant professor, soil-plant interactions, Agronomy, Iowa State University
Marshall presents on how extending crop rotations with small grains and alfalfa (combined with manure) can have
comprehensive, positive impacts on soil health. Also discussed is the overall sustainability of diversified agricultural
systems and some under-appreciated benefits, such as climate resilience.
CCA credit: 1.0 SW      Release date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023

407. The economics of tillage
Gary Schnitkey, professor and Soybean Industry Chair in Agricultural Strategy, Agricultural and Consumer Economics,
University of Illinois
Farmers conduct tillage operations to enhance yields and, therefore, income. However, tillage operations are an added
expense, and farmers are seeking ways to reduce expenses. This presentation will examine yield response data for
various tillage operations and frequencies to help farmers determine the most profitable tillage systems for their farm
business.
CCA credit: 1.0 SW      Release date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023

408. Performance of in-field management practices at reducing dissolved phosphorus loss from corn-soybean
rotations
Antonio Mallarino, professor and extension soil fertility specialist, Agronomy, Iowa State University
A practical review of in-field management practices that assist with the long-term goal of reducing phosphorus loss in
corn and soybean production.
CCA credit: 1.0 SW      Release date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023

409. How redefining the field edge is a win-win-win!
Mark Licht, associate professor and extension cropping systems specialist, Agronomy, Iowa State University
An estimated 12% of Iowa farmland is not profitable. By redefining the field edge, farmers can increase overall farm
profitability, increase wildlife habitat, and improve water quality. Come learn what this could mean for you.
CCA credit: 1.0 SW      Release date: Tuesday, January 31, 2023

410. Heavy equipment soil compaction measurement, modeling and crop yield responses
Mehari Tekeste, associate professor, Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering, Iowa State University
The presentation will focus on measurement and modeling of soil compaction from heavy equipment, and its impact
on crop growth and crop yield.
CCA credit: 0.5 SW      Release date: Tuesday, January 31, 2023
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411. Economics of soil health
Alejandro Plastina, associate professor and Extension economist, Economics, Iowa State University
Long-term returns to conservation practices are usually excluded from research-based economic assessments. We hired
certified land appraisers to get a sense of how long-term conservation practices can increase land values in Iowa. Tune
in to learn what happened.
CCA credit: 0.5 SW      Release date: Tuesday, January 31, 2023

Professional Development

501. New Iowa tax law impacts retired farmers and farmland owners
Kristine Tidgren, director, Center for Agricultural Law and Taxation, Iowa State University
In 2023, retired farmers have some decisions to make. New Iowa law allows them to elect to exclude their farm rental
income from Iowa taxation if they meet certain requirements. The new law also allows some owners of Iowa farmland
to sell their land without Iowa tax. These provisions, however, are mutually exclusive. Farmers much choose between
the two benefits. In this session, Kristine explains the new law and the options now available to retired farmers and
farmland owners to reduce their Iowa tax liability.
CCA credit: 1.0 PD      Release date: Tuesday, January 31, 2023
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